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 Spinning Cyclone 
 

Spinning Cyclone - the game which can be played by all ages 

from 3 to 93 years old. 

To play the Spinning Cyclone game, the player pushes the start 

button to drop a ball into a funnel in the centre of the machine. 

The ball will then rotate around the funnel which creates a 

fascinating effect to keep the player watching as the balls go 

round, before dropping onto a rotating playfield. 

On the playfield are multiple holes with different point values, 

which apply a score based on which hole the ball falls into. 

Players can push once for one ball at a time or hold the button to 

release one ball behind another for a more fast-paced and 

exciting experience. 

When the ball drops into the bonus hole, it will start spinning the 

bonus wheel on the top backboard of the machine and the 

player can aim to stop the wheel to win, tickets or a mystery 

number tickets or the super bonus. 

The game offer points every time as every game is a winner. 

Operators have the option to fine-tune the machine to change 

point values, coins to credits etc to fit their location for an ideal 

game/balls tickets ratio. 

The cabinet is bright and is presented in an eye-catching cabinet, with glass windows from 3 sides allowing 

the playfield to be viewed from 3 angles. 

It is equipped with sound effects to complement the gameplay with features and skill elements, allowing 

players to continue play and onlookers to be attracted to the machine. 

 Dimensions  Additional information
 

Height:  230cm      

Width: 76cm 

Depth: 99cm 

 

Weight: 150Kgs    

      

   

 

Category: Skill, Prize Games & Vending 

       

 

 

Manufactured by: Electrocoin Partnership 
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